Software system
addresses border delays
Perishable shipper’s problem resolved in 10 days
By Liesl Venter

T

he customs modernisation programme
has created many opportunities for
greater efficiency when exporting
or importing, says Gregory Bruce, Cape
Town-based representative of forwarding
and clearing software service provider Core
Freight Systems.
“We recently implemented the
software for use in the processing of Sars
documentation on behalf of a major fruit
importer/exporter who was bringing grapes in
from Namibia en route to Europe via South
Africa,” he says. “We were advised that they
were experiencing major delays at the border
post because manual paper-based customs
declarations were no longer acceptable. The

Container yard
management
made easy
By Alan Peat

Although the stacking, storing and handling
of containers in a container yard sounds like a
simple process, there’s a surprising amount of
information that has to be recorded accurately,
altered when necessary and transferred when
required.
According to the suppliers, this is where a
system like the Macro 2000 Container Yard
Management Software comes into play. It
is an operational management system that
automatically takes care of the invoicing.
In practical terms, containers are received
into the yard, relocated as specific containers
are required then reserved and dispatched for
specific clients.
But there is that large amount of information
that is required throughout this process.
Needed on the record are: Container owner,
client and dates of contract, size, type, ISO codes
and various statuses and restrictions, damage (if
any) recorded and repaired, relocation, washing
and inspection must be tracked and status and
location known, and correct information known
and relayed to client.
All this needs to be supported by radio
frequency identification (RFID) and electronic
data interchange (EDI) – and is where the Macro
2000 information system plays its role.
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situation was further complicated by the
introduction of the new Sars CPCs at the start
of November 2010.”
They were referred to Core Freight in
November last year. The situation was
clarified with Sars and the necessary
procedures instituted, says Bruce. “Within 10
days we were delighted to receive feedback
from the client that the matter had been
satisfactorily resolved, and that the shipments
were rolling as required. In fact, the client
reported that he had been contacted by a
customs officer at the border post wanting
to know how he had managed to get the
transaction processed, as no other such
shipments had been successfully cleared via
EDI since the introduction of the new CPCs.”
According to Bruce there was appreciation

Gregory Bruce … ‘Appreciation for the functionality and
supporting service available.’

for both the functionality and supporting
service available, which in turn allowed the
importer/exporter to provide appropriate
service levels to its customers.

New depot adds wine to its portfolio
State-of-the-art security system installed
By Liesl Venter

Business in Cape Town is
booming with much growth
expected in the container
industry, says CHC
Container Depot’s Sayed
Mohamad.
“We only opened our Cape
Town branch in November
last year after seeing a need
for a new container depot
player in the market,” said
Mohamad. “Since then
we have seen phenomenal
growth and expect this to
continue in 2011.”
So much so that CHC
Container Depot has had to
apply for special licensing
to handle the wine trade
coming its way. “We hope
to soon have the necessary
documentation in place so we
can start packaging wine for
exporting.”
He said much thought
had gone into choosing the
site for the company’s Cape
Town branch.
“The site in Paarden Eiland

is strategically located close
to the Cape Town Port and
allows for a good logistics
flow.”
Another asset to the
property is the security
system currently being
installed, says Reshaan
Laljith, CEO of CHC
Resources.
The technically advanced
system, similar to the systems
used in the company’s
Jo’burg and Durban
branches, has been tailored to
meet the company’s needs.
“The system is state of the
art and allows us to have eyes
on all parts of our business all
the time.”
Warehouse activities can
be monitored 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.
“We will have someone
constantly watching all of
our premises on the CCTV
cameras. Security cannot be
underestimated,” he says.
The company has
also invested heavily
in developing its own

Reshaan Laljith ... ‘Security
cannot be underestimated.’

information management
system.
The personalised IT system
will be used across the
company at all its branches
and addresses the specific
needs of the container
industry.
According to Laljith
this system will allow
CHC Container Depot to
communicate with customers
in a new and innovative way
taking communications to the
next level.

